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Variable-wavelength frequency-domain terahertz ellipsometry
T. Hofmann,1,a� C. M. Herzinger,2 A. Boosalis,1 T. E. Tiwald,2 J. A. Woollam,2 and
M. Schubert1
1Department of Electrical Engineering and Nebraska Center for Materials and Nanoscience,
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0511, USA
2J.A. Woollam Co. Inc., 645 M Street, Suite 102 Lincoln, Nebraska 68508, USA

�Received 25 November 2009; accepted 2 January 2010; published online 2 February 2010�

We report an experimental setup for wavelength-tunable frequency-domain ellipsometric
measurements in the terahertz spectral range from 0.2 to 1.5 THz employing a desktop-based
backward wave oscillator source. The instrument allows for variable angles of incidence between
30° and 90° and operates in a polarizer-sample-rotating analyzer scheme. The backward wave
oscillator source has a tunable base frequency of 107–177 GHz and is augmented with a set of
Schottky diode frequency multipliers in order to extend the spectral range to 1.5 THz. We use an
odd-bounce image rotation system in combination with a wire grid polarizer to prepare the input
polarization state. A highly phosphorous-doped Si substrate serves as a first sample model system.
We show that the ellipsometric data obtained with our novel terahertz ellipsometer can be well
described within the classical Drude model, which at the same time is in perfect agreement with
midinfrared ellipsometry data obtained from the same sample for comparison. The analysis of the
terahertz ellipsometric data of a low phosphorous-doped n-type Si substrate demonstrates that
ellipsometry in the terahertz spectral range allows the determination of free charge-carrier properties
for electron concentrations as low as 8�1014 cm−3. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3297902�

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic radiation at terahertz frequencies offers
unique properties that are of great interest for basic research,
communication systems, and security applications.1–3 This
has spurred growing interest in terahertz source and detector
technologies4–9 for use in novel sensing and communication
systems. To facilitate continued developments, measurement
tools and techniques to characterize terahertz optical proper-
ties of materials, components, and systems are consequently
needed.10,11 In the same way as for infrared �IR�-visible-UV
optics, accurate terahertz material optical constants will be
needed for designing components, verifying those designs,
and for developing and controlling manufacturing processes.
This will be most directly achieved by a measurement tech-
nique that uses the frequencies of actual interest. Basic sci-
entific research is another reason that the accurate complex
optical properties of materials at terahertz frequencies are of
interest.9 There exists a wealth of fascinating excitation
mechanisms with eigenfrequencies in the terahertz domain
in condensed and soft matter such as spin transitions, collec-
tive modes of biological molecules, local free charge-carrier
oscillations, dynamic motion of magnetic domains, ferro-
electric domains, or collective charge phenomena, as ex-
amples. Measurement of the complex optical properties at
terahertz frequencies may further allow exploration of novel
physical phenomena as observed in artificially structured
metamaterials.12–14

Ellipsometry is established as the preeminent method

used to precisely determine the optical properties for wave-
lengths from the far IR �FIR� through the vacuum UV.15,16

Ellipsometers are employed in a wide variety of applied and
basic research fields because they can produce highly accu-
rate, nondestructive measurements suitable for quantitative
analysis. Ellipsometry in traditional FIR-visible-UV spectral
ranges utilizes essentially steady-state illumination and
modulation frequencies much lower than the illuminating
light optical frequency. The key element of ellipsometry,
as compared to other optical measurement techniques, is
that measurements are made synchronously with the modu-
lation of the optical polarization state. At the most basic
level, one polarization state is measured relative to another
polarization state. Ellipsometry is therefore much less sensi-
tive to nonidealities of the measurement system than
intensity-normalized measurement techniques.17–20 Ellipsom-
etry in the terahertz frequency domain, however, is still in its
infancy and experimental reports are scarce.21–26

Nagashima and Hangyo21 demonstrated the first ellip-
sometry setup operating in the terahertz frequency range. By
augmenting a terahertz time-domain spectrometer by fixed
polarizers the p and s-polarized reflectivities and thereby the
complex optical constants of a moderately phosphorous-
doped n-type silicon substrate were determined. A similar
approach was used later by22 in magneto-optical Kerr effect
measurements on InAs. In two earlier publications we pre-
sented the first frequency-domain terahertz magneto-optic
generalized ellipsometry experiments using highly brilliant
terahertz synchrotron radiation for the determination of free
charge-carrier properties in ZnMnSe/GaAs and highly ori-
ented pyrolytic graphite.23,24 Recently, we employed thea�Electronic mail: thofmann@engr.unl.edu.
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frequency-domain terahertz ellipsometer setup which is de-
scribed here in detail for the determination of free charge-
carrier diffusion profiles in silicon.25

Here we describe a novel wavelength-tunable frequency-
domain ellipsometry setup operating in the spectral range
from 0.2 to 1.5 THz. In order to illustrate our terahertz ellip-
sometry setup, describe the measurement algorithm, and dis-
cuss the data analysis procedures we have selected silicon
substrates with different free charge-carrier properties as a
simple model system. Measurements in the mid-IR �MIR�
spectral range were augmented to cross reference the tera-
hertz system using comparison in a simultaneous optical-
model analysis.

II. THEORY

A. Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry determines the change in the polarization
state of an electromagnetic plane wave upon interaction with
a sample. This change is commonly cast into the complex-
valued scalar ratio � relating two linearly independent com-
plex amplitudes of the propagating eigenmodes of polarized
electromagnetic plane waves before �A� ,A�� and after
�B�� ,B��� sample interaction �Fig. 1 depicts the reflection
setup, the transmission case is alike�,27–29

� = �B��

B��
�/�A�

A�
� = tan � exp�i�� . �1�

The result of an ellipsometry measurement is often presented
by real-valued parameters � and �, where now tan � is
defined as the absolute value of the complex ratio, and �
denotes the relative phase change in the p and s components
of the electric field vector in Eq. �1�. Measurement of the
complex ratio � can be addressed within different presenta-
tions of the electromagnetic plane wave response.30 Conve-
nient are the Stokes and Jones vector descriptions. While
the Jones approach sufficiently frames the required extension
for nondepolarizing samples, the Stokes formalism including
Mueller matrices must be invoked for cases when either
sample or the experimental setup cause partially depolarized
light. The Jones vector is the usual arrangement of electric
field vector amplitudes transverse to propagation direction
�suppressing time dependence explicitly and thereby ignor-
ing partial depolarization implicitly�. The Jones matrix

then relates Jones vectors before and after sample interaction

�Bp

Bs
� = � jpp jsp

jps jss
��Ap

As
� . �2�

Herein, case of either reflection or transmission is addressed
as usual, remaining with the linear p−s polarization system,
while changes to �j���� will occur accordingly if conversion
is done to other than p−s presentation of fields before and/or
after sample interaction. Notably, off-diagonal elements are
nonzero for optical systems that convert p into s waves and
vice versa. Owing to the artificial construction of the Jones
vector, which cannot be directly related to physically observ-
able quantities, model assumption has to be implemented
in order to connect measurement with the ellipsometric pa-
rameters. An alternative description provides the Stokes vec-
tor formalism, where real-valued matrix elements connect
the Stokes parameters of the electromagnetic plane waves
before and after sample interaction, and which can, in prin-
ciple, be directly measured because the linearly independent
Stokes vector elements are well-defined, physically observ-
able quantities. For the p−s system: S0= Ip+ Is, S1= Ip− Is,
S2= I45− I−45, S3= I�+− I�−, where Ip, Is, I45, I−45, I�+, and
I�− denote the intensities for the p, s, +45°, �45°, right-
handed, and left-handed circularly polarized light compo-
nents, respectively.29,31,32 Importantly, S0 is proportional to
the total intensity of the light beam, and the inequality S0

	�S1
2+S2

2+S3
2 gives a measure of the degree of polarization

while the equality sign holds for total polarized light only.
Arranging the Stokes parameters into a column vector, the
real-valued 4�4 Mueller matrix defined thereby then de-
scribes the changes in each quantity upon interaction of the
electromagnetic plane wave with an optical system,33

Sj
output = �

i=0

3

MjiSi
input,�j = 0 . . . 3� . �3�

The advantage of this concept is the ability to handle situa-
tions with partial polarization of the electromagnetic plane
wave, particularly when caused by device components’
imperfections.29,31,34–37

Two different concepts emerge from Eq. �1�. The stan-
dard and the generalized ellipsometry situations, which differ
by the dependence of � on A� /A�. The standard ellipsometry
situation requires � to be independent of A� /A�, while the
general case includes all deviations from this restriction. The
field components are commonly given in terms of p and s
polarized fields in Fig. 1, relating both �A� ,A��= �Ap ,As� and
�B�� ,B���= �Bp ,Bs� to the plane of incidence.

B. Standard isotropic ellipsometry

For standard isotropic ellipsometry � and � do not de-
pend on the polarization state of the incident plane wave.
Within the Jones presentation the normalization expression is

� =
jp

js
= tan � exp�i�� . �4�

The complex value defined this way has a historical basis
in null ellipsometry, but also a useful practical consideration
in that � remains bounded even when the magnitude of �

�a

Bp

Bs

E

As

E
Ap

sa
m

p
le

n
o
rm

al

P

A

FIG. 1. Definition of the plane of incidence �p plane� and the incidence
angle 
a through the wave vectors of the incident and emerging �reflection
setup� plane waves. Ap, As, Bp, and Bs denote the complex amplitudes of the
p and s modes before and after reflection, respectively. P and A are the
azimuth angles of the linear polarizer as used in the standard arrangement of
rotating-analyzer ellipsometer.
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becomes infinite. Here jp and js denote the p and s-polarized
complex reflection �“jp,s” = “rp,s”� or transmission coeffi-
cients �“jp,s” = “ tp,s”�. For the normalized Mueller matrix
approach—a nondepolarizing system taken as example—
an one-to-one relation exists between matrices j and M.29,38

If the sample is also isotropic, then M11=M22=1, M12

=M21=−cos 2�, M33=M44=sin 2� cos �, M34=−M43

=sin 2� sin �, and Mij =0 otherwise, with the constraint
M11

2 +M33
2 +M34

2 =1 �Ref. 36� and

� =
M33 + iM34

1 − M12
. �5�

C. Generalized ellipsometry

By definition, in the nondepolarizing generalized ellip-
sometry situation � and � can be generalized to define three
ratios involving Jones matrix elements. This concept is valid
within both the normalized Mueller matrix as well as the
normalized Jones matrix formalism. Within the Jones presen-
tation generic expressions for the generalized ellipsometry
parameters are �ij, �ij �“J , j” = “T , t” or “R ,r”�,39

jpp

jss
= tan �pp exp�i�pp� ,

jps

jpp
= tan �ps exp�i�ps� , �6�

jsp

jss
= tan �sp exp�i�sp� .

The real-valued quantities �pp, �ps, �sp, �pp, �ps, and �sp

comprise the generalized ellipsometry data presentation in
the Jones formalism. The ratios involving off-diagonal ele-
ments are a convenient choice for rotating-analyzer systems
because input polarizations of 0° and 90° isolate the two
ratios. Each normalized Jones matrix corresponds to a non-
depolarizing normalized Mueller matrix.29 However, for the
most complicated sample situation involving anisotropy and
depolarization, the Jones formalism is not sufficient and the
full generality of the Mueller matrix formalism is needed.

D. Data analysis

In many circumstances ellipsometric measured values
are not of direct interest and a further data analysis is neces-
sary to extract sample parameters of real interest, e.g., layer
thicknesses, optical constants, etc. Data analysis requires
nonlinear regression methods, where measured and calcu-
lated ellipsometry spectra are matched as close as possible
by varying appropriate physical model parameters. The cal-
culations require setup of models for geometry, layer struc-
ture, and polarizability properties of materials involved in the
sample of interest, and comprise the actual art in performing
ellipsometry.

Due to the complexity of this subject, thorough discus-
sion of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, and
referral is made to the literature. An excellent introduction
can be found for instance in the chapter by Jellison in
Ref. 28.

E. Terahertz dielectric function model

In principle, the samples’ frequency-dependent dielectri-
cal properties can be directly recovered from the measured
ellipsometric data. The disadvantage of this model-
independent wavelength-by-wavelength fit approach is that
measurement noise becomes part of the extracted optical
constants. The use of parameterized functions, i.e., using a
physical model for � provides most direct connection be-
tween measured and physical parameters of interest, and pre-
vents wavelength-by-wavelength measurement noise from
becoming part of the extracted optical constants. Details
about parametric model approaches and use of multiple-
sample-regression techniques are given in Refs. 40 and 41.

The parameterized model dielectric function in the tera-
hertz and IR spectral range must correctly render the contri-
butions from polar excitations �L��� and free charge carriers
�FC���.15 In particular, the free charge-carrier contributions
can be described by the classical Drude approach15,42

�FC��� = � −
Nq2

�̃0m��2 + i�/��
, �7�

where N is the free charge-carrier concentration, q denotes
the charge, � is the average energy-independent scattering
time, and �̃0 is the vacuum permittivity. The dc conductivity
�dc=qN� is related to the screened plasma frequency �p by
�dc=��̃0�p

2�, where �p
2 =Nq2 / ���̃0m� and � is the mobility

given by �=q� /m. The high frequency dielectric constant
and the effective mass of the free charge carriers is denoted
by � and m, respectively.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The instrument presented here operates in the polarizer-
sample-rotating analyzer arrangement16 and permits ellipso-
metric measurements in the spectral range from 0.2 to 1.5
THz. The experimental setup is based on a �-2� high preci-
sion goniometer which allows for measurements at angles of
incidence 
a from 30° to 90°. In some cases, variable angle
spectroscopic ellipsometry provides additional independent
information of the sample system. However, in all cases the
inclusion of data at more than one angle of incidence pro-
vides internal self-consistency checks for the data analysis
and also tends to balance available sensitivity to sample pa-
rameters which can change with angle of incidence.

A sketch of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 2. A
backward wave oscillator �BWO� is employed as the radia-
tion source. The nearly linearly polarized light emitted from
the BWO is collimated by a Picarin lens �L�. A variable
odd-bounce polarization rotation system �PR� �Ref. 43� is
used in combination with a polyethylene substrate, wire-grid
polarizer �P� to control the incident polarization state. The
mirrors M1–M3 steer the beam and focus the radiation to
the sample stage �S� of a high-precision goniometer �HG�.
A continuously �f =.45 Hz� rotating polyethylene substrate
wire grid polarizer is used as the polarization state analyzer
�A�. The terahertz radiation reflected from the sample is
focused �M4� on Golay cell �GC� which serves as detector.
The beam is modulated by an optical chopper �C� at f
=12.6 Hz to match the frequency response of the Golay cell.

023101-3 Hofmann et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 81, 023101 �2010�



The BWO tube used here emits nearly linearly polarized
light with a very narrow bandwidth of approximately 2 MHz
and a very high output power of 0.1–0.01 W in the frequency
range from 107 to 177 GHz. The high output power in this
base band is converted to higher frequency bands using a
set of planar GaAs Schottky diode frequency multipliers.
The spectral ranges from 220 to 350 GHz and from 330 to
525 GHz are covered using a single frequency doubler �D�
and a frequency tripler �T�. For the spectral ranges from 650
to 1040 and 980–1580 GHz two-stage frequency multiplier
chains, a doubler+triper �DT� and a tripler+tripler �TT� were
used. The output power of the BWO as a function of the
frequency measured in straight-through configuration with-
out polarizing elements in the beam path is shown in Fig. 3.

For cross referencing measurements, a commercial MIR
Fourier transform-based ellipsometer was used in the range
from 9 to 50 THz �300–1700 cm−1�. The instrument oper-
ates in a polarizer-sample-rotating compensator-analyzer

arrangement16 and is equipped with a SiC globar as a radia-
tion source and a deuterated triglycine sulfate IR detector.

A. Data acquisition and analysis procedures

The ellipsometry data acquisition was performed as
shown in Fig. 4. For the underlying equation describing the
optical throughput of a rotating-analyzer ellipsometer sys-
tem, the Stokes vector of the light beam at the Golay cell
detector �GC� shown in Fig. 2 is determined by the product
of the Mueller matrices of polarizer MP, sample M, and ana-
lyzer MA �Ref. 28� is given by

IDsD = R�− �A�MAR��A�MR�− �P�MPR��P�ISsS. �8�

The normalized Stokes vectors and the irradiance of the
source �detector: Golay cell �GC� in Fig. 2� are denoted by
IS�ID� and sS�sD�, respectively. Analyzer and polarizer rota-
tions are described by the rotation matrices R�� j�, with the
angles � j�j= “A” , “ P”�.24 The underlying equation describ-
ing the collected intensity can be expanded into a Fourier
series17,18

ID��A� =
I0r

2
	1 + s1r cos�2�A�t�� + s2r sin�2�A�t��
 , �9�

where Sr= I0rsr= I0r�1,S1r ,S2r ,S3r�T. I0r denotes the irradi-
ance of the beam. The detected signal is subjected to a Fou-
rier analysis synchronous with the rotating analyzer to obtain
normalized Fourier coefficients at harmonics generated by
the analyzer. The normalized Fourier coefficients obtained at
one or more input polarizer settings are then subjected to a
numerical inversion process to extract the sample parameters
of interest �e.g., normalized Mueller matrix elements� from
Eq. �8�.

M4

M3

S

HG

A

M2

M1

L

BWO

C

GC

P

PR
�a

FIG. 2. �Color online� Beam path of the terahertz ellipsometer employed for
the spectral range from 0.2 to 1.5 THz. The system is composed of a BWO
source, the polarization control elements �variable odd-bounce image rota-
tion system �PR�, a wire grid polarizer �p�, and a rotating analyzer �a��, the
beam steering and focusing elements �Picarin lens �L�, mirrors M1–M4�, the
detector �GC�, the high-precision �-2� goniometer �HG� with the sample
stage �S�, and the optical chopper �C�.
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FIG. 3. Output power of the BWO as a function of the frequency � deter-
mined in a straight-through configuration. The base resonator that covers the
range from 107 to 177 GHz is augmented with GaAs Schottky diode mul-
tipliers: a frequency doubler �d�, a frequency tripler �t�, and two multiplier
chains composed of: frequency doubler+tripler �DT� and frequency tripler
+tripler �TT�.

THz SE
measurement

optical model using
parameterized MDF’s

transfer matrix
calcuation

vary and set parameters

best-model and
best parameters set

sensitivity

compare
cal. and exp. data

MSE reduction

(b)

Start

measure signal at the
detector

repeat

End

set polarizer angle �P

set frequency

Fourier transformation
FFT[ID(t)]

store Fourier coefficients
I0r, s2r, s3r

Mueller matrix
regression

set incidence angle �a

(a)

FIG. 4. Flowchart �a� of the algorithm employed for the terahertz ellipsom-
etry measurement using the BWO source and the polarizer-sample-rotating-
analyzer scheme. The flowchart to obtain the best-model parameters during
the analysis of the experimental terahertz ellipsometry data is shown in �b�.
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The system is calibrated using the regression calibration
method for a rotating analyzer element ellipsometer de-
scribed in Ref. 44. A set of normalized Fourier coefficients
s1r and s2r is measured from an isotropic sample at a series of
different input polarizer settings. An optical model which
exactly describes the response of the ideal rotating analyzer
system is then fit to the experimental data, using the
Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear regression algorithm, to
determine the polarizer and analyzer azimuthal offsets simul-
taneously with the ellipsometric parameters for the isotropic
sample. The advantage of this technique is that the cali-
bration is based upon sample symmetry and does not require
a specific known reference sample. Further details of
the calibration data acquisition and analysis are described in
Ref. 44.

B. Samples and measurements

As a demonstration two different bulklike phosphorous-
doped n-type Si substrates were examined. The lower doped
sample was double side polished with nominal resistivity of
5 � cm. The higher doped sample has a nominal resistivity
of 0.02 � cm. Ellipsometric measurements were made as-
suming that the sample’s normalized Mueller matrix was of
the form described in Sec. II B.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental and best-model calculated −M12,21

spectra and M33 spectra of the highly phosphorous-doped
n-type Si substrate obtained at an angle of incidence 
a

=75° are depicted in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�, respectively. The
data obtained from the terahertz ellipsometer setup and the
commercial MIR ellipsometer are in excellent agreement
with the calculations derived from a common model. A five
phase model �ambient/native oxide/depletion region/highly
doped Si/ambient� was employed for the simultaneous analy-
sis of the terahertz and MIR data sets.

The dielectric function ���� for doped silicon, governed
by Eq. �7�, dominates the features in the terahertz and IR
spectral domains. However, in order to fully describe the
experimental data throughout the entire terahertz-MIR re-

gion, the contributions of the oxide layer and the carrier
depletion region at the substrate surface have to be included
in the model. The dielectric function of the oxide consists
of three Lorentz-like harmonic oscillators modeling the op-
tically active Si–O rocking and stretching vibrations.45 The
oxide produces very subtle effects in the M33 spectra be-
tween 13 and 37 THz. The presence of the depletion layer
is expressed as small offsets primarily in the MIR spectral
region. The model analysis yields the thickness of the
SiO2 layer and the carrier depletion region of dSiO2

=2.2�0.2 nm and ddepl=25�4 nm, respectively. For
the substrate resistivity and scattering time we obtain �
=0.023�0.001 � cm and �=26.9�0.5 fs. Assuming an
effective electron mass of 0.26m0 �Ref. 46� this corresponds
to a free charge-carrier concentration N= �1.51�0.01�
�1018 cm−3 and a mobility �=182�3 cm2 /V s.

Figure 6 shows the experimental and best-model calcu-
lated −M12,21 spectra and M33 spectra obtained from the low
phosphorous-doped Si substrate for two angles of incidence

a=55° and 65°. The spectra are dominated by oscillations
which originate from multiple internal reflections between
the top and bottom silicon-air interface. It can be clearly
seen that the amplitude of the Fabry–Pérot oscillations pat-
tern is decreasing for lower frequencies. This can be attrib-
uted to free charge-carrier absorption in the sample. The ef-
fects of the surface depletion and the SiO2 layer to the
−M12,21 spectra and M33 spectra are negligible and a simple
three phase model �ambient/Si/ambient� was used for the
data analysis consisting only of a doped Si layer. The best-
model parameters obtained for the resistivity and scattering
time are �=5.01�0.16 � cm and �=239�9 fs, respec-
tively. This corresponds to a free charge-carrier con-
centration of N=7.7�0.4�1014 cm−3 and mobility of �
=1617�80 cm2 / �V s� if an averaged electron effective
mass of 0.26m0 �Ref. 46� is assumed. The plasma frequency
is approximately 0.14 THz. For the thickness of the wafer we
obtain 384.2�0.1 �m which is highly consistent with the
results obtained from the IR spectral range which are not
shown here for brevity.

The real �1 and imaginary �2 part of the spectroscopic
dielectric values for the doped Si were also extracted on a
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Experimental �dotted lines� and best-fit calculation
�solid lines� −M12,21 spectra �a� and M33 spectra �b� of the highly doped
n-type Si substrate at 
a=75°.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Experimental �dotted lines� and best-fit calculation
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model free wavelength-by-wavelength basis �dotted lines�
and are compared with the previous determined Drude func-
tional model �solid lines� in Fig. 7. The wavelength-by-
wavelength extracted data are in excellent agreement with
the Drude model calculated data and show the typical in-
crease in �2 for lower frequencies.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated a novel
spectroscopic ellipsometry setup for measurements in the
range from 0.2 to 1.5 THz, which operates in the polarizer-
sample-rotating analyzer scheme. A BWO emitting intense
and highly coherent radiation was used as light source. Two
different samples, a low and a highly phosphorous-doped
n-type Si substrate, were analyzed in order to illustrate prop-
erties of the new instrument. The measurements obtained
from a highly phosphorous-doped Si substrate in the tera-
hertz spectral range were found to be highly consistent with
the best-model analysis obtained in the MIR spectral range.

Variable angle of incidence frequency domain terahertz
ellipsometry in reflection configuration has been found to be
a versatile tool for the determination of low free charge-
carrier concentrations in semiconductors. The terahertz ellip-
sometry spectra of a low doped, double-side polished Si
substrate show Fabry–Pérot oscillations which are damped
toward lower frequencies. The quantitative analysis un-
ambiguously provides the free electron concentration in
silicon as low as 7.7�1014 cm−3 which corresponds to
a plasma frequency of 0.14 THz and a mobility of
1617�80 cm2 / �V s�. Terahertz ellipsometry is envisioned as
noncontact, nondestructive investigation technique for accu-
rate analysis of low-density free charge-carrier properties in
semiconductor research and industry.
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